30"x30" BLACK ON YELLOW
PLACED 75' TO 100' BACK
FROM TRAFFIC CIRCLE ON
EACH APPROACH

24"x30" BLACK ON WHITE
PLACED IN CENTER OF TRAFFIC
CIRCLE FOR EACH APPROACH

INTERSECTION DIAGRAM
RESIDENTIAL ACCESS

ISLAND CURB SECTION

NOTES:

1. TRAFFIC CIRCLES SHALL NOT BE USED WITHIN INTERSECTIONS HAVING A STREET CLASSIFIED HIGHER THAN LOCAL ACCESS.

2. MOUNTABLE CURB SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED WITH B THROUGH JOINTS, EVENLY SPACED.

3. LANE MARKERS SHALL BE TYPE 2, PER STANDARD DETAIL 405, 16 EVENLY SPACED.

4. TREE PLANTING SHALL BE 3 TREES, EVENLY SPACED, 48" MINIMUM FROM BACK OF CURB.